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ABSTRACT

Order of the words and clauses in conditional sentence.

The aim of this subject is important for practical authentic analyze matters and proper expression of the
conditional proportional in the level of clause and sentence. Has not been small the showed interest for this kind of
clause, for the conditional proportion from different linguistic, mainly in the used grammar as teaching texts for the
school of middle or high level, monograph or syntax study. But are rare those linguistics, who have widely dialed the
matters in all its spectre. So, the conditional clause in an other rather specific matter, un seen in any earlier study, and
this is the reason why I have chosen to deal and to protect as doctorate study.

(This subject is one of this study sub matter)

Method: Word order and clause analyze in conditional sentence is implemented based on composed files in the
frame of example collection from a considerable study, mainly literature one. Filed study corpus in the function of aim
arriving is chosen to present extracted possible example from the written study as in a standard language the same
and in a non standard language.

Science researches used technical: Analyze, synthesis, argumentation, investigation, concretization, classification
methods and comparisons. Firstly data collection, literature use, bibliography (realized through internet and library
browsing).Is included also reading, evaluation and chosen literature consulting. From the analyze will be arrived at
perfect results according to some of the matters which will be dialled with clause order in the conditional subordinate
sentences. In the study are present different kind of its order in the sentence with dialled subordinate clauses according
to the connective tool kind.

More concretely:

-The way of ordering the parts clauses, in the conditional sentences with conditional conjunction in (në)

-The way of parts ordering clauses, in the conditional subordinate sentences with the subordinate conditional
conjunction yes (po), with conjunction is (sikur) and other…

-Parts order in the conditional clause in the sentences with un connected or asindetich, in the sentences with
subordinate conditional clauses with conjunctive locution if (në qofte se), parts order in the subordinate conditional
clause which is joined with the conductive locution with conjunctive locution in the case (në rast se).
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Through those analyzed example according to the parts order in the conditional clause that starts with each one from
the conditional conjunction or conditional conjunction locution in the subordinate conditional sentences, will arrived
at the conclusion according to the general characteristic of Albanian language, which has a developed meaning and
doesn’t play any role in the syntax aspect or clause meaningful or the sentence in general. Also is arrived in the
conclusion that in the sentences with subordinate clauses, in the mostly of these sentences, predicate is placed after
conjunction and before subject, etc.

Crucial words: Conditional subordinate clause, conductive clause, sentence, condition, connection
tool, clause parts, asindetich sentence, order and other.
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